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Abstract: Today, tall structures are inescapable in urban communities. Along these lines, the structure requires a production system which can effectively participate in resisting the applied wind and earthquake loads. Among the available lateral load resisting systems, outrigger, as rigid horizontal elements connect shear walls to exterior columns is the most commonly used to enhance tall structures performance under lateral forces. A series of dynamic response spectrum (RS) analyses devoted to assess the seismic response behavior of R.C tall buildings with central core wall having outrigger system. Several models with and without outrigger systems were considered in the analysis in order to investigate the ideal position and the number of outriggers. The developed building models have either one or two outriggers. Structural software package ETABS was used to develop the considered herein different configurations of the building models as well as performing the dynamic analysis. The performance of the considered different configurations was investigated in terms of displacement and inter-storey drift peak profiles. Sensitivity to the position of outrigger on the induced wall bending moment was also explored comparing the responses of the different configurations. The results of the performed study can provide structural designers with the optimum location of a single or either double outrigger in order to minimize the induced seismic response during the initial stage of the outrigger system design process. The optimum locations of outriggers are quarter height of the building in case of using single outrigger and at quarter and three quarters of the building in case of using double outrigger in order to minimize the induced moment values on the core and columns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In high-rise buildings, serviceability and safety have been major issues due to lateral displacements caused by lateral loads, such as wind or earthquake loads, which increase as the building height increases. Typical structural systems like frames and coupled shear wall systems which used to control the lateral displacements of tall buildings are often unsuitable to satisfy lateral drift and displacement limit conditions as the height of the building increases. Therefore, new structural systems such as outrigger system are used to control the induced seismic responses of high-rise buildings. The outriggers are horizontal elements like deep beam or belt truss connecting the core wall to the exterior columns at one or more levels throughout the height of the building as shown in Fig.1 Outrigger should be placed at locations where the diagonal bracing will not interfere with the building's function. They are generally located at the mechanical equipment floors in order not to hinder the use of normal floors. Kamath et. al. [1] studied the behavior of a 40 storey R.C building with and without outrigger system at different location through varying outrigger height ratio with varied relative stiffness values. The height ratio refers to the height where the outrigger is placed to the total height of the building. The effect of introducing the outrigger structural systems at different levels for controlling the top displacements as well as reducing the inter storey drifts has also been studied. The behavior of a 30 storey RC building with an outrigger system under wind and earthquake loads has been investigated by [2]. The optimized location and efficiency of the outrigger system have also been investigated under the applied lateral loads. M.R. Suresh, and S. Badami [3] studied the influence of using different structural systems on the dynamic behavior of RC building with different storey heights under both vertical and lateral loads. These used lateral systems in the study include rigid frame, shear wall/central core, wall-frame interaction, and outrigger. A. Mulla, and B.N Srinivas [4] studied the behavior of the outrigger in regular and irregular structures. They studied two models of 20 storey R.C building structures with and without outrigger. The effect of the size of the outrigger members on the induced story displacement has been studied. The effect of concrete and steel outriggers on the lateral displacement of the building’s storey has been studied as well. D.J. Prasad, and S. Kumar [5] studied a 30-storey RC building with vertical irregularity. Three different analyzed models, building with outrigger only, belt truss only and outrigger with belt truss in which their position remains constant in all the models. K. Venkatesh, and B. Ajitha [6] studied the behavior of outrigger, outrigger location optimization and the efficiency of used three outriggers on a 20 story office RC building. C. Patel, and K. Kuldeep [7] studied the influence of using two different positions of shear walls, one position at the center and the other one at the corner of the building with different positions of outrigger and belt truss on 32 storey RC building. V. Dongre, and V. Garg, [8] performed a comparative study between virtual and conventional outrigger systems to investigate their effects in resisting lateral loads using RC building of 30 m heights. The study focuses on analyzing the structural components of outrigger system, Outrigger truss, Belt truss, stiff core and the load transferring mechanism. Most of the above cited research work focus on the effect of the use of a single outrigger on the induced response of high rise buildings under seismic loads. The current research work investigates the effect of use either a single or double outrigger system on the dynamic behavior of tall buildings in order to provide structural designers with the optimum locations of outriggers.
II. MODELING AND IDEALIZATION

A. Building Description

In order to seismically investigate the behavior of buildings with and without outrigger, a 20-story residential RC building with a typical floor height of 3m located in Cairo is considered in this current study as shown in Fig. 2. Different building models have been developed in order to meet the cases considered in the study, building with core only, buildings with one outrigger system at different levels, buildings with one fixed outrigger system at the top of the building in addition to another with varying levels and buildings with two outriggers system at different levels. Due to the symmetrical view of the considered model, the effect of torsional response has been avoided. The building’s layout is a square shape (30m×30m) divided into equal 5 bays on each side as well (see Fig. 3). The strength of the materials used to perform the structural design is 30 MPa and 360 MPa for concrete and steel reinforcement respectively. Modulus of elasticity of concrete 21 GPa was considered and Poisson’s ratio was assigned as 0.2. The designed column sections are 800x800 mm for corner columns, 400x1800 mm for edge columns and 1250x1250 mm for central columns. The columns dimensions are reduced as the height of building increases each three floors. The central 6 x 6 m massive core with concrete walls of 300mm thickness is symmetrical in both longitudinal and transverse directions and it is connected to columns via one-storey high belt truss consisting of in-floor braces and vertical trusses. Hence, this hybrid dual system, composed of bracing, outriggers and belts, provides lateral stability, redistribute loads if some members are damaged by unforeseen circumstances and maximizes the spaces inside the building. The slab thickness was 200 mm supported on 200 x 500 mm concrete beams. The Outrigger sections are box sections (250x250x12) mm with steel Grade 37-240 Mpa. The considered loads were 2kN/m² for live loads, 2kN/m² for floor cover and 16 kN / m³ for wall density according to Egyptian code (ECP-201, 203).

B. Building Model

Three dimensional of the twenty story residential RC building models of 20-story were analyzed as beam-column with core system for resisting lateral loads. For the purpose of modeling the real behavior of the slabs, they were modeled using shell elements to ensure providing stiffness in all directions and transfer mass of the slab to columns and beams. The core has been modeled as shell element. Beams, columns and outriggers were modeled as frame elements. A rigid diaphragm was assumed at all floor levels. The ETABS structure package software has been used to develop the three-dimensional models and performing the dynamic response spectrum analysis following the Egyptian Code for loads as well. In order to account for the modal damping effect, the complete quadratic combination (CQC) technique, which takes into account the statistical coupling between closely spaced modes caused by modal damping The Seismic zone was III with associated soil type (C), important factor (1) and Reduction factor (5).
To determine the optimal locations of outriggers and optimal design method for minimizing the volume of the primary structural members (core wall, outrigger, and external columns) with the goal of efficiently controlling the lateral displacement of a high-rise building, a total of nineteen RC building models were developed in this study as (i) one model with core only (ii) five models with a single outrigger and belt truss at different levels of the building (iii) five models with a single outrigger and without belt truss at different levels of the building (iv) finally eight models with double outrigger and belt truss at different levels of the building as indicated in Table (1).

### Table (1): Details of studied specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>No of outriggers</th>
<th>Outrigger location</th>
<th>Outrigger floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>Without</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>C-OT</td>
<td>One outrigger</td>
<td>Top</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>One outrigger</td>
<td>(2/3) height</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>One outrigger</td>
<td>(1/2) height</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>One outrigger</td>
<td>(1/3) height</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>One outrigger</td>
<td>(1/4) height</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>Top and</td>
<td>20 and 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>Top and</td>
<td>20 and 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>Top and</td>
<td>20 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>Top and</td>
<td>20 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>Top and</td>
<td>20 and 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>(1/2) height</td>
<td>5 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>(1/4) and</td>
<td>5 and 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>C-O</td>
<td>Two outriggers</td>
<td>(1/3) and</td>
<td>7 and 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C→Core. O→Outrigger. T→Top storey. (i)h→Height ratio

### III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Large numbers of simulations involving the studied building were performed under seismic load following the ECP. The models were analyzed in four different cases:

- Building with core only.
- Building with a single outrigger with belt truss located a quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and top of the building.
- Building with a single outrigger without belt truss at quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and top of building.
- Building with double outrigger with belt truss at top of building in additional to quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and third-quarter of building and also at quarter and middle, quarter and third-quarter finally at one-third and two-third.

The seismic loads produced by the structural package ETABS correspond to ECP with peak ground accelerations of 0.15g. Storey moment, which is considered as the most useful responses used for earthquake resistant design strategy are obtained along the height of the building models and presented in a comparative way for all the developed models. The main results obtained from the series of numerical analyses carried out will be summarized in the following. In particular, the responses of all building models under this study will be compared and used to describe and discuss the behavior of their lateral-force resisting systems, when subjected to earthquake-induced demand. Storey displacements which are a measure of the building deflection are also presented following the same manner. The predicted storey drifts which can be defined as the measured displacement between two consecutive stories normalized by storey height are presented for all the developed models with and without outrigger. The results obtained from the analysis are compared and discussed as follows.

#### A. Displacement

The variation of lateral displacement in the case of using a single outrigger located at quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and top of the building is presented in Fig. 4 (a). As it can be seen from the Figure, a significant decrease in the obtained displacement has been found using outrigger system with belt truss compared with the case of using only a core system. It is observed that, there is a sudden change in the obtained displacement at the outrigger locations. This can be due to the rotations of the partially restrained core at these points by outrigger-column interaction. The plotted curves clearly indicate that the use of outrigger system at the mid-height provide the highest decreases in the obtained peak displacement compared with the other locations of the outriggers, where the displacement has been reduced by about 31%. On the other hand, locating the outrigger system at the top produces the lowest decrease in the obtained peak displacement of about 17%.
In order to clarify the role of using a belt truss together with the outrigger system, simulation analysis for the building model with and without belt truss has been carried out. The obtained peak displacements for the building with a single outrigger with and without belt truss are shown in Fig. 4 (b). The obtained peak values in the case of outrigger system without a belt truss are 62.6, 59.5, 55.5, 55.5, and 63.3 mm for the outrigger system located at the quarter, one-third, middle, two-thirds, and top of building respectively. The corresponding peak values in the case of using a belt truss are 60.0, 56.6, 52.6, 53.2, and 63.4 mm. From the captured displacement values, one can see that the use of a belt truss slightly affects the induced peak displacement for all the considered different locations of the outrigger system. The induced displacement responses also clarify that the optimum location of the single outrigger is at the mid height of the building with or without a belt truss.

Lateral displacement variation versus floor numbers in the case of using double outriggers in which the first outrigger is located at the top floor and the second is varying among the quarter, one-third, middle and three quarters of the height with belt truss is presented in Fig. 5 (a). In additional, the results of the second scenario in which the double outriggers are located at one-third and two-third of the height with belt truss are also presented. Moreover, the simulation results for the third scenario where the double outriggers are located at quarter and three quarters of the height with belt truss are plotted in the same figure. The captured displacement at the top of the building is reduced by about 48% and 45% for the second and third scenarios respectively. For the first scenario the percentage reduction values are 42% for the outriggers at the top and middle of the height and 38% for on top and two-third of the height as presented in Fig. 5 (b). From the obtained results, the second scenario provides the optimal locations of the double outriggers according to displacement control criteria.

B. Storey Drift

Results of maximum story drift patterns of the 20-storey high-rise building model with single and double outrigger system with belt truss at different levels under seismic load following the ECP are presented in Fig. 6. The obtained results demonstrate the differences between the drift profiles of the building structure modeled with core only to resist lateral loads and other models with outrigger system at different levels. As it can be seen from the figure, the building model with core only has drift ratios of higher values than those associated with the considered outrigger system. The building models with outrigger system have sudden decrease in the obtained drift values at the specified outrigger levels. This observed trend has been noticed for all the considered outrigger system models.
C. Overturning Moment

Variations in the obtained peak storey moments seem to be insignificant and show a slight change with the variation of the outrigger system level as shown in Fig. 7. As it can be seen from the figure, the achieved reduction values in the base moment has been found to be about 4% associated with the use of outrigger at the quarter height compared with the case of core only.

D. Core Moment

Values of maximum moments on the core due to the applied earthquake loads are shown in the Fig.8 for the considered building models with and without single and double outriggers. The obtained peak moment values on the core have been found to vary significantly according to the outrigger locations. Reduced values of 36%, 28%, 17%, 9% and 3% of the induced core moment have been obtained for single outrigger at quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and top respectively. On the other hand, the third scenario of the double outrigger case provides the height reduction ratio of 34.5% of the induced core moments. While the first scenario in which the double outrigger system are located at the top and quarter height reduces the induced core moment by a ratio of 33%. These reduction values confirm that the use of a single outrigger system at quarter height and the third scenario of using double outriggers is the most beneficial in reducing core moments and providing an economical design.

Fig.6: Storey drift of Building with and without outriggers and belt truss due to Earthquake Loads

Fig.7: Overturning moment of building with and without outrigger and belt truss due to earthquake loads

Fig.8: Core moment of building with and without outriggers and belt truss due to earthquake loads
E. Columns moments

The induced moments on the interior and exterior columns (Ci and Ce), (see Fig. 3 (a)) connected to the core through outriggers located at different levels are presented in Fig. 9. The obtained column moment results demonstrate reduced values by about 15%, 11%, 6%, 3% and 1% for the use of single outrigger at quarter, one-third, middle, two-third and top respectively. However, the third scenario of the double outrigger case produces the height reduction ratio of 16% of the induced column moments. The use of the double outrigger system on top and quarter height provides reduction ratio almost of 15% of the induced column moments. These reduction values indicated that the optimum locations of outrigger system for column design are at quarter height for a single outrigger system and the third scenario of using double outriggers.

IV. CONCLUSION

The current research study has been carried out on RC tall buildings with central core wall having an outrigger system under seismic loads by a series of dynamic response spectrum (RS). The effect of variation of outrigger level and the number has been studied as well. The following results summarize the main findings of the considered different scenarios of the structural models.

1- The outrigger structural system has a significant influence on the global performance of the building structure, where it increases the stiffness and makes the structural configuration more efficient under lateral loads.

2- The outrigger system not only reduced the induced storey displacements, but also minimized the inter storey drifts ratios as well as the core internal stresses compared to the building with core only.

3- Use of a belt truss with outrigger slightly reduced the induced peak storey displacement for all the considered different locations of the outrigger system.

4- Compared to the building with core only model, the models with outrigger system have sudden decrease in the obtained responses at the specified outrigger levels.

5- The level of outrigger has a significant role on the obtained response values under the seismic loads.

6- The use of a single outrigger at only top of the building is not beneficial in reducing building responses as compared to the other cases of different outrigger locations.
7- Regardless the location, the use of double outrigger system reduces the induced response values as compared to the case of using a single outrigger system.

8- Form storey displacements point of view, the optimum locations of outriggers are the mid height of the building in case of using single outrigger and the second scenario in case of using double outrigger in which the outriggers are located at one-third and two-third of the height.

9- The optimum locations of outriggers are quarter height of the building in case of using single outrigger and the third scenario in case of using double outrigger in which the outriggers are located at quarter and three quarters of the building in order to minimize the induced moment values on the core and columns.

10- The optimum location of the double outrigger is at first scenario, in which the first outrigger is located at the top floor and the second at the mid height of the building, according to displacement control criteria or at quarter height of the building, inorder to minimize the maximum moment on the core and columns.
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